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50kg
Inlay system

goglass.co.uk

Door weight

7mm

2

4mm

years

max

Number doors

4mm

<900mm
10-12mm
Door width

Door thickness

10mm
Door/frame gap

Warranty

Door track gap

PREMIUM
Ball bearing

Technical Specification
1

2
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4

Clear

Low iron

127 Cherry Hinton Road

Obscure sandbasted



Cambridge



CB1 78S

Tint



Project design
(28 designs)

T: 01223 211041

IMPORTANT
Before beginning the installation,
read all of the instructions and
check that all parts are included.
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Toughened glass can be damaged or broken if the corners or
edges of the glass come into
contact with hard surfaces. Do
not stand the glass door onto
tiling/wooden flooring always
protect the edges of the glass.
2 Persons are required for installation and you should not attempt
to fit the glass door on your own.
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Prepare the area for installation
ensuring that all trip hazards are
removed . Remove the plastic
corners from the glass door and
check for any damage. Please
note that we cannot accept any
claims for damage once installation has commenced.
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If the Glass Door has a surface
easy clean coating please check
the cleaning information provided
and do not use any harsh abrasive cleaners.

CLEANING WIPE
1
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Toughened Glass Door
Project Hinge
Gasket
Handle or Knob

Wooden Shims

10 X 2” Flat Head Screws

Please remember to recycle all packaging

1. Drill
Cleaning Wipe

Allen Key

2. Spirit Level
3. Screwdriver
4. Pencil

1. Measure the width of the opening and check that this
matches the size on the installation sheet. Being carefull
that no edges or corners of the glass door come into
contact with hard materials place the glass door into
the opening on the wooden shims provided. Using
a spirit level to keep the door upright mark the top
and bottom of the cut out with a light pencil line on the
frame, remove the glass door and store safely.

2. Remove the face plate of the hinge, position on the
frame/reveal ensuring that the centre of the hinge lines up
with the centre of the pencil marks. Drill the frame/reveal
and fit the hinges using suitable wall/frame plugs if
required (not supplied). Fix the hinges (standard screws
are supplied however you may decide to change these to
suit the frame/wall).
Place one of the 2 black rubber gaskets to the hinge.

Centre Line

3. Using the cleaning wipe provided, clean the area around
the cut out on the glass door as shown. Place the wooden
spacers in the opening and ensuring the edges and
corners of the glass door do not come into contact lift the
glass door, locating the cut outs over the hinges into place.
Note if the glass door has a “Eco Glass” sticker this is the
non-stick easy clean surface and should be fitted accordingly.
Add another black rubber gakset over the cut out and fit
the face plate of the hinge loosely tightening the allen key bolts.

4. Adjust the glass door so that the glass is aligned with the back of the glass hinge
leaving a gap of 7mm. If the opening is out of square you can adjust the door slightly,
Once aligned, tighten the allen key bolts by hand - you cannot overtighten the bolts
but take care not to ring off the fixings.

4mm
7mm

5. Fit the handle/knob supplied ensure a washer is fitted either side of the glass door. Carefully open the glass door, remove
the wooden shims. You can now clean the glass door according to the cleaning and maintenance details if supplied
and fit any sealing strips if the door is being used in a shower/wetroom environment.

